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Hello World! 

PhD Candidate, Computer Science
University of British Columbia

Thesis: Visualizing Public Health Data

Advisors: Dr. Tamara Munzner
Dr. Jennifer Gardy

I am graduating soon!



What we’ll 
talk about
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Why should we visualize data?

Thinking systematically about 
data visualization

GEViT: a Genomic Epidemiology 
Visualization Typology
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Why should we visualize data?
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Humans interpret numerical information differently

http://bit.ly/1FxtT2z

It is not always easy to reason 
consistently with numbers
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60%

Probability Frequency Visualization
6 in 10

< <

Whiting (2015) “How well do health professionals interpret diagnostic information? A systematic review”

§ Numeracy : the ability to reason with numbers
§ Individuals with low numeracy have a difficulty interpreting numbers and probabilities
§ Also true amongst educated professionals

• Visualization can make data more accessible to individuals with lower 
numeracy skills

Least Understandable Most Understandable

Humans interpret numerical information differently
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Need the right data visualization, not just a visualization

Alternative 1 Alternative 2

Zikmund-Fisher (2013). A demonstration of ''less can be more'' in risk graphics.
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Person

PlaceTime

• Technology is impacting the kinds and amount of data collected
• Traditional epidemiological triad (below) now more complex

Public health data are complex
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Person
Place
TimeOutcomes

Whole Genome Sequences (WGS)
Pathogen or Human

Treatment

Contact  & Social 
networks

Public health data are complex
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Person
Place
Time

Location
Geographic Context

Public health data are complex
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Public health data are complex

Person
Place
Time
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Complex data are collected from whole populations



• In theory: more decision makers, more data, better decisions
• In reality: different decision maker needs, different numerical literacy
• Hypothesis: data visualization can support with decision making
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Data is used by many different decisions makers

NursesClinicians

Medical 
Health 
Officers Researchers

Community 
Leaders PoliticiansPatients
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Public health data visualization is highly variable

Gorrie (2017) Willman (2015) Davis (2015)

§ Below are visualizations for hospital outbreaks
§ Different data, different visualizations, different emphasis – WHY? 
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Could I conduct a systematic review 
of data visualizations used in public 
health genomic epidemiology?



Thinking systematically 
about visualization design
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Design Spaces : A quick primer
Design spaces are made of visualization design choices or varying utility (+ 0 - )

Source: Sedlmair (2012) “Design Study Methodology” 18



§ All images below show chairs, but they have different designs
§ All chairs can be used for a common task: sitting
§ But – fundamentally, different chairs are suited for different contexts

19

We have some intuition on design spaces and choices

Not suitable as an office chair (-) Suitable as an office chair (+,0)



Source: Munzner (2014) “Visualization Analysis and Design”

GOAL – nudge domain specialists toward better design choice solutions
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Design Spaces : A quick primer

(i.e. shop around and find the best chair) (i.e. choosing the nearest & cheapest chair)



BUT – how do we systematically describe design space to promote good exploration?

Source: Munzner (2014) “Visualization Analysis and Design” 21

Design Spaces : A quick primer
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Considering a design space for public health

Gorrie (2017) Willman (2015) Davis (2015)

§ These are options in a visualization design space
§ How do we describe and compare these visualization options?



Design spaces are not a new idea
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§ Design spaces are useful to understand what is possible
§ Exists in architecture, computer science, and other disciplines



Design spaces are not a new idea
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§ Design spaces are useful to understand what is possible
§ Exists in architecture, computer science, and other disciplines

§ Visualization researchers talk quite a bit about design spaces

Setviz.net

treevis.net



Design spaces are not a new idea
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§ Design spaces are useful to understand what is possible
§ Exists in architecture, computer science, and other disciplines

§ Visualization researchers talk quite a bit about design spaces
§ YET – no systematic and reproducible method exists for creating design spaces

§ Examples below were constructed by author curation

Setviz.net

treevis.net



Creating an explorable 
visualization design space
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https://doi.org/10.1101/325290
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Our systematic method for survey data visualizations

Our method has two analysis phases:

Analysis 
Phase

Literature Analysis
Quantitative AnalysisQualitative Analysis

Visualization Analysis
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Our systematic method for survey data visualizations

Some analyses are automated (       )   and others are not (      )

Analysis 
Phase

Literature Analysis
Quantitative AnalysisQualitative Analysis

Visualization Analysis
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Our systematic method for survey data visualizations

Analysis phases answer different research questions

WHY are researchers 
visualizing data?

HOW are researchers 
visualizing data?

HOW MANY examples of 
specific visualizations?

Analysis 
Phase

Research 
Question

Literature Analysis
Quantitative AnalysisQualitative Analysis

Visualization Analysis
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Applying our method to public health data visualizations

Our 
Objective

Across the many topics of microbial gen epi research articles

identify and enumerate the different kinds of visualizations that are used
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Applying our method to public health data visualizations

Literature 
Analysis Steps

Our 
Objective

Across the many topics of microbial gen epi research articles

identify and enumerate the different kinds of visualizations that are used

Text mining of document 
corpus to identify topics

Systematically sample 
papers with topics as strata
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Applying our method to public health data visualizations

Literature 
Analysis Steps

Visualization 
Analysis Steps

Our 
Objective

Across the many topics of microbial gen epi research articles

identify and enumerate the different kinds of visualizations that are used

Text mining of document 
corpus to identify topics

Systematically sample 
papers with topics as strata

Derived  a code set to classify 
research figures (GEViT)

Applied  GEViT to collection 
of research figures
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Applying our method to public health data visualizations

Literature 
Analysis Steps

Text mining of document 
corpus to identify topics

Systematically sample 
papers with topics as strata

Derived  a code set to classify 
research figures (GEViT)

Applied descriptive statistics 
to derived code sets 

Applied  GEViT to collection 
of research figures

Visualization 
Analysis Steps

Our 
Objective

Across the many topics of microbial gen epi research articles

identify and enumerate the different kinds of visualizations that are used



§ Why is this approach different?
§ Uses machine and human knowledge to expose a design space
§ Systematically and reproducibly samples across possible visualizations
§ Develops typology for visualization analysis

34

The novelty of our approach



§ Why is this approach different?
§ Uses machine and human knowledge to expose a design space
§ Systematically and reproducibly samples across possible visualizations
§ Develops typology for visualization analysis

§ What does this approach reveal?
§ Current common practices in visualization design for gen epi.
§ Practitioner driven, not expert driven, visualizations
§ Good, bad, and absent visualization practices

35

The novelty of our approach



How can we systematically describe images?

36

§ What does GEViT do and not do?

GEViT  provides a base
§ Deliverables : 

1. Typology
2. Interactive Gallery

GEViT  does not evaluate
§ Massive undertaking that would 

take many years
§ Need GEViT to conduct 

evaluations



How can we systematically describe images?
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§ What does GEviT do and not do?

§ How can GEViT be used?
§ Use GEViT to systematize analysis of visualizations
§ Understand what visualizations are common and possible
§ Get ideas for data visualization design

GEViT  provides a base
§ Deliverables : 

1. Typology
2. Interactive Gallery

GEViT  does not evaluate
§ Massive undertaking that would 

take many years
§ Need GEViT to conduct 

evaluations



Photo by Tirachard Kumtanom from Pexels

A snapshot of our findings
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Key analysis steps and their results

Article Acquisition & 
Unsupervised Clustering

Limit to clusters of 
human pathogens

Stratified Sampling

17,974

6,350

221

Analysis Step # articles

Assign a priori concepts 6,350

801 figures & 49 tables (for qualitative analysis)

results

Article topic clusters
WHY are researchers visualizing data?

23 a priori concepts
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Key analysis steps and their results

Article Acquisition & 
Unsupervised Clustering

Limit to clusters of 
human pathogens

Stratified Sampling

17,974

6,350

221 801 figures & 49 tables (for qualitative analysis)

Analysis Step # articles results

Article topic clusters
WHY are researchers visualizing data?

Iterative axial coding A genomic epidemiology visualization typology 
(GEViT)221

Assign a priori concepts 6,350 23 a priori concepts

HOW are researchers visualizing data?
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Key analysis steps and their results

Article Acquisition & 
Unsupervised Clustering

Limit to clusters of 
human pathogens

Stratified Sampling

17,974

6,350

221

Analysis Step # articles

Iterative axial coding

Descriptive Statistics

221

221

Assign a priori concepts 6,350

801 figures & 49 tables (for qualitative analysis)

results

Article topic clusters
WHY are researchers visualizing data?

A genomic epidemiology visualization typology 
(GEViT)

23 a priori concepts

Current common visualization practices

1

2

3

4

HOW are researchers visualizing data?
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Discover article topics & 
assign a priori concepts

1
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Used in text analysis

17,974 articles in their original format
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a

c

SARS Coronavirus Staphylococcus aureus Vibrio cholerae Vibrio parahaemolyticus West nile virus Yersinia pestis Zika virus

MERS coronavirus Microbiota Mycobacterium tuberculosis Neisseria meningitidis Pseudomona aeruginosa Salmonella Enterica Salmonella typhimurium

Human herpesvirus Human Immunodeficy Virus Human Papillomavirus Human rotavirus Klebsiella pneumonia Legionella pneumophila Listeria monocytogenes

Haemophilus Influenza Helicobacter pylori Hepatitis A Hepatitis B Hepatitis C Hepatitis E Heptatis − General

Acinetobact baumannii Bacillus anthracis Chlamydia trachomatis Clostridium difficile Dengue virus Ebola virus Escherichia coli

baumannii−isol

cancer−risk

cholera−strain

coli−strain

cov−sar

dengu−viru

gene−cell

genom−sequenc

genotyp−strain

hbv−genotyp

hcv−genotyp
hepat−viru

hiv−subtyp

hpv−cancer

infect−children

influenza−viru

isol−resist

mlva−isol

mrsa−isol

noroviru−outbreak

pcr−assai

porcin−strain

quot−genom resist−isol

salmonella−isol

strain−isol

strain−rotaviru

strain−serotyp

studi−associ

tuberculosi−strain

vaccin−viru

viru−sequenc

b

Initial Topic clustering results
t-SNE followed by hdbscan

Final set of topic clusters
Articles appear to cluster around pathogens

A cluster 
of articles

Too few articles for 
a reliable cluster

Unclustered
Articles

17,974 clustered articles
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Articles cluster around pathogens: independent validation
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Using cluster results to assign a priori concepts

Epidemiology Concepts
• Cluster
• Geography
• Outbreak (International / 

Community/ Hospital)
• Surveillance
• Transmission
• Vaccine

Medical Concepts
• Clinical
• Cancer
• Diagnosis
• Outcome
• Treatment

Molecular Biology Concepts
• Characterization
• Diversity
• Drug Resistance
• Genome
• Genotype
• mBio
• Phylogeny
• Reservoir
• Vector

§ A priori concepts = public health concepts developed by experts
§ 23 a priori concepts in total

§ Assignment of a priori concepts to documents
§ Extract frequent terms that occur within and between clusters
§ Assign a priori concept to terms
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Why are these finding relevant?
• Provides an overview of all the articles

• Wayfinding to support downstream decisions
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Why are these finding relevant?
• Provides an overview of all the articles

• Wayfinding to support downstream decisions

• Different data visualizations for different pathogens?
• Different transmission routes, mortality, etc.
• Should there be different visualizations? Yes, No, Maybe?
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Why are these finding relevant?
§ Provides an overview of all the articles

§ Wayfinding to support downstream decisions

§ Different data visualizations for different pathogens
§ Different transmission routes, mortality, etc.
§ Should there be different visualizations? Yes, No, Maybe?

§ Adds systematicity that is absent in author curation
§ Visualizations sampled can be good or bad
§ Can think statistically about the distribution of visual designs
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Why are these finding relevant?
§ Provides an overview of all the articles

§ Wayfinding to support downstream decisions

§ Different data visualizations for different pathogens
§ Different transmission routes, mortality, etc.
§ Should there be different visualizations? Yes, No, Maybe?

§ Adds systematicity that is absent in author curation
§ Visualizations sampled can be good or bad
§ Can think statistically about the distribution of visual designs

We created an R tool based upon the literature analysis steps - Adjutant!
https://doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/bty722 https://github.com/amcrisan/adjutant
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Sample articles to gather 
figures & (missed opportunity) tables

2
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Why sample articles?
§ Automatic image recognition has limits

§ No imagenet or well curated training data for scientific figures
§ Also, not clear what to optimize for
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Why sample articles?
§ Automatic image recognition has limits

§ No imagenet or well curated training data for scientific figures
§ Also, not clear what to optimize for

§ Qualitative analysis enabled deeper analysis
§ No set visual representation for data – it’s context dependent
§ Contextual factors important, but difficult, to obtain
§ Image recognition does not capture context
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Why sample articles?
§ Automatic image recognition has limits

§ No imagenet or well curated training data for scientific figures
§ Also, not clear what to optimize for

§ Qualitative analysis enabled deeper analysis
§ No set visual representation for data – it’s context dependent
§ Contextual factors important, but difficult, to obtain
§ Image recognition does not capture context

§ Since qualitative analysis necessary, we had to sample
§ Difficult to review nearly 18,000 articles manually
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Sampling procedure
Article

Pathogen
A priori concepts

17,974

15,315

6,350

9,551

2766074

97179

293

107186

204 221

Explore Document Structure

Link to A Priori Concepts

Sample Papers

All documents

Removal of “very noisy” articles

Articles about human pathogen

Common human pathogen articles

Sampling Round #1

Sampling Round #2

Final

+ 17 manually added

Accept (Yes)  or Reject (No)

YesNo

YesNo

Accept (Yes)  or Reject (No)

Sampling of articles (two rounds)
§ Random stratified sampling

§ Strata: pathogen, a priori concepts 

Basis for further analysis
Yielded 801 figures and 49 tables



Developing GEViT:
A genomic epidemiology visualization typology

3
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§ Input: 801 figures, 49 tables
§ Used qualitative coding techniques to analyze research figures

§ Multiple rounds of classifying and codifying elements of figures
§ Used figures from sample papers to derive codes

Developing GEViT
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§ Input: 801 figures, 49 tables
§ Used qualitative coding techniques to analyze research figures

§ Multiple rounds of classifying and codifying elements of figures
§ Used figures from sample papers to derive codes

§ Figures in the same paper were analyzed separately
§ Multi-part figures were analyzed together

Developing GEViT
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§ Input: 801 figures, 49 tables
§ Used qualitative coding techniques to analyze research figures

§ Multiple rounds of classifying and codifying elements of figures
§ Used figures from sample papers to derive codes

§ Figures in the same paper were analyzed separately
§ Multi-part figures were analyzed together

§ Result : GEViT, a  hierarchical code set with separate taxonomies for:
§ Chart Types
§ Chart Combinations
§ Chart Enhancements

Developing GEViT
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Chart types: a basic building block
§ Chart types we observed in our analysis
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Chart types: a basic building block
§ Most tools just support common statistical charts
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Chart types: a basic building block
Current Common Practice
§ Phylogenetic trees most common (not a surprise)

§ Hard for interpret (a finding from our prior work)

§ Tables in figure next most common (a surprise)
§ Also, a lot of data as text

§ Limited range of chart types used
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Chart Combinations: showing even more data
§ Observed that charts were combined in a specific, consistent pattern
§ We classified every chart combination within a figure

Example: Same chart type, different metadata Example: Two chart types together
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Chart Combinations: showing even more data
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Chart Combinations: showing even more data

40.1%

20.3%

17.3%

13.5%

8.8%

11.9%

Current 
Practice

of all figures
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Chart Enhancements: overlaying metadata
§ Mark = basic graphical element (line, point, area)
§ Enhancement = adding marks or re-encoding marks of the base chart type
§ Built upon design language in information visualization (infovis) literature

Re-encode MarksAdd Marks
Re-encode existing marks 
via channels

§ Size
§ Shape
§ Color
§ Texture
§ Font

Adding Additional Marks 
to base chart type

§ Point
§ Line
§ Area Mark
§ Text
§ Glyph
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Chart Enhancements: overlaying metadata
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Chart Enhancements: overlaying metadata

Re-encode existing marksAdd Marks Add Annotation

Structured enhancement Unstructured enhancement

Re-encode existing 
marks via channels

§ Size
§ Shape
§ Color
§ Texture
§ Font Face (specific to text)

Adding additional Marks 
to base chart type

§ Point
§ Line
§ Area Mark
§ Text
§ Glyph

Manually adding 
annotations

§ Same as added marks, 
but include arbitrary ink 
too

Note: Sometimes the line between 
adding a mark and adding an 
annotation is very subtle.

§ Structured Enhancement: Encodings are added/changed on many/all marks
§ Unstructured Enhancement: Encoding are added/changed to one or a few marks

59.6% of all figuresCurrent 
Practice 45.6% 33.6%
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Chart Enhancements: overlaying metadata
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Chart Enhancements: overlaying metadata
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Chart Enhancements: overlaying metadata
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Chart Enhancements: overlaying metadata
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Gorrie (2017)

GEViT in action!
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Gorrie (2017)

GEViT in action!
Visualization Breakdown
Literature Analysis (why )
§ Pathogen: Enterococcus faecium
§ A priori concepts: control; genome; outbreak; 

drug resistance; phylogeny; genotype
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Gorrie (2017)

GEViT in action!
Visualization Breakdown
Literature Analysis (why )
§ Pathogen: Enterococcus faecium
§ A priori concepts: control; genome; outbreak; 

drug resistance; phylogeny; genotype

Chart Type Tree (Rooted Phylogenetic Tree)
Category Stripe
Heatmap (Variation Profile)

Visualization Components (how)

Tree C.S Heatmap (Variation Profile)

Colour Chart TypesColour Chart Types

Colour chart types are common statistical 
charts that rely on color in their design
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Gorrie (2017)

GEViT in action!
Visualization Breakdown
Literature Analysis (why )
§ Pathogen: Enterococcus faecium
§ A priori concepts: control; genome; outbreak; 

drug resistance; phylogeny; genotype

Chart Type Tree (Rooted Phylogenetic Tree)
Category Stripe
Heatmap (Variation Profile)

Chart 
Combination

Composite (spatially aligned)

Visualization Components (how)

Tree C.S Heatmap (Variation Profile)

Colour Chart TypesColour Chart Types
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Gorrie (2017)

GEViT in action!
Visualization Breakdown
Literature Analysis (why )
§ Pathogen: Enterococcus faecium
§ A priori concepts: control; genome; outbreak; 

drug resistance; phylogeny; genotype

Chart Type Tree (Rooted Phylogenetic Tree)
Category Stripe
Heatmap (Variation Profile)

Chart 
Combination

Composite (spatially aligned)

Chart 
Enhancement

Re-encode 
Marks

Tree – branches

Add Marks Tree - Connection 
Marks

Add Mark
(unstructured)

Heatmap –
Textboxes

Visualization Components (how)
Add Mark 
(annotation)

Add Mark :  
Connection Mark

Re-encode Mark :  
Tree Branches
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http://gevit.net
Pre-print available: https://doi.org/10.1101/325290

To appear in Oxford Bioinformatics !!

GEViT in action!
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§ GEViT provides a common way to describe visualizations

§ Adds systematicity and formalism to visual analysis & comparisons

Why is GEViT relevant?



Current Common Visualization Practices4
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Descriptive statistics have been 
sprinkled throughout the results

Let’s look at the big picture



An appraisal of the design space
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§ Wide variety of visualization quality !
§ Only possible to assess this with systematic approach
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§ Wide variety of visualization quality !
§ Only possible to assess this with systematic approach

§ Most data in a data visualizations are NOT actually visualized "
§ Over reliance on tables and text labels
§ Shows lack of visualization design space knowledge

An appraisal of the design space
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§ Wide variety of visualization quality !
§ Only possible to assess this with systematic approach

§ Most data in a data visualizations are NOT actually visualized "
§ Over reliance on tables and text labels
§ Shows lack of visualization design space knowledge

§ Visualized data shows wide variety of design space used #
§ Some use chart types, combinations, and enhancements better than others
§ Still, maybe community can’t see the forest for the tree.. so to speak..  

An appraisal of the design space
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§ Wide variety of visualization quality !
§ Only possible to assess this with systematic approach

§ Most data in a data visualizations are NOT actually visualized "
§ Over reliance on tables and text labels
§ Shows lack of visualization design space knowledge

§ Visualized data shows wide variety of design space used #
§ Some use chart types, combinations, and enhancements better than others
§ Still, maybe community can’t see the forest for the tree.. so to speak.. 

§ Current visualizations will not scale for big data $

An appraisal of the design space
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§ Wide variety of visualization quality !
§ Only possible to assess this with systematic approach

§ Most data in a data visualizations are NOT actually visualized "
§ Over reliance on tables and text labels
§ Shows lack of visualization design space knowledge

§ Visualized data shows wide variety of design space used #
§ Some use chart types, combinations, and enhancements better than others 
§ Still, maybe community can’t see the forest for the tree.. so to speak.. 

§ Current visualizations will not scale for big data $
§ Many visualizations not understandable by other public health professionals %

§ Our prior work indicates trees are hard to interpret

An appraisal of the design space



The importance of our findings
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§ Need to move away from ad hoc visualization development
§ Need awareness of design space
§ Need to know what is possible, common, and even absent

88

Implications of our research findings



§ Need to move away from ad hoc visualization development
§ Need awareness of design space
§ Need to know what is possible, common, and even absent

§ Implications for bioinformatics and data visualization tool development
§ Need tools that support complexity and expressivity in visual design
§ Provides design alternatives for bioinformaticians to explore and test

89

Implications of our research findings



§ Need to move away from ad hoc visualization development
§ Need awareness of design space
§ Need to know what is possible, common, and even absent

§ Implications for bioinformatics and data visualization tool development
§ Need tools that support complexity and expressivity in visual design
§ Provides design alternatives for bioinformaticians to explore and test

§ Implications for education
§ GEViT as a teaching tool (I am already doing this)
§ Design space variance tells you easy/hard it for a community to adapt new data vis
§ Source of inspiration for researchers

90

Implications of our research findings



Next steps
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Automating design space creation

Current: Still needs (wo)man power to construct design space

Literature Analysis
Quantitative AnalysisQualitative Analysis

Visualization Analysis

Future: Human-in the loop, but driven by automated methods

Literature Analysis Quantitative AnalysisVisualization Analysis
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Building data visualization tools with GEViT
Using R infrastructure as a based

Base R

ggplot2 R Visualization

Other R packages
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Building data visualization tools with GEViT
Creating visualizations with simple and minimal syntax

Base R

ggplot2

Data Input Layer

Package Integration Layer

Figure Specification Layer

Algorithmic Layer
Design Defaults / Layout / Rendering GEViT API

§ GEViT design space findings drive figure specifications
§ Specifications drive plotting, layout, and rendering functions
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Building data visualization tools with GEViT
Development process reveals many interesting challenges

Base R

ggplot2

Package Integration Layer

Designing chart combinations layout algorithm

GEViT Chart Types

Possibility for chart combinations:
Green (Yes), Blue (Maybe), Red (No)

Data Input Layer

Figure Specification Layer

Algorithmic Layer
Design Defaults / Layout / Rendering
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Thanks!

Dr. Jennifer Gardy
Dr. Tamara Munzner

Pre-Print + Other Stuff

Go forth and analyze!

+ Reviewers and many others that 
have provided feedback on this work

+ UBC infoVis group
Kimberly Dextras-Romagnino, Madison Elliott, 
Shannah Fisher, Micheal Opperman,  and Zipeng Liu

http://gevit.net

https://amcrisan.github.io/talks

acrisan@cs.ubc.ca

Icons by noun project and images from pexels

https://doi.org/10.1101/325290

I am graduating soon!
I am on the job market this year!
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Approach

Data

Methods

Output

Literature Search

Pubmed Central
Titles & Abstracts

risemed,
parseJSON

Document corpus

Packages

Query Pubmed 
through R

Data Clean-up

Document corpus

Extract 1-gram,
Remove stop words,
Remove numbers, 
remove common words,
Calculate td_idf metric

tidytext, snowballC,
dplyr, Stringr

Tidytext corpus,
Document term matrix

Unsupervised 
Clustering

Tidytext corpus,
Document term matrix

rTSNE, HBSCAN (search 
for optimal hbscan
params)

Name clusters by two 
most common names

rTSNE, hdbscan

add cluster to 
document corpus

Linking to a priori 
Topics

Tidytext corpus
Document corpus

Manual 
annotations

-

add cross-cutting 
topic to document 
corpus

Sampling

Document corpus

Sample per topic 
(per pathogen, 
see results) 

Manually assess 
appropriateness, 
re-sample for 
rejected

Sampled 
document corpus

-

Spreadsheet 
keep/reject (reason)[a result]

Literature Analysis

[a result] 99



Approach

Data

Methods

Output

Figure Extraction
(including captions)

Sampled 
Document Corpus
+ some manual additions

Figures & some 
tables with 
captions as text

Packages

Manual extract 
figures & some 
tables from PDF

Axial Coding

Optical character 
recognition for figure 
captions

tesseract

Figure (and table) 
corpus

Manual, lots of 
group discussion and 
iterative refinement

-

Code set for: basic chart 
types, chart 
combinations, and chart 
annotations [a result]

Quantitative Analysis

Sampled Document Corpus

Annotated Figures & Tables

dplyr;ggplot

Univariate & 
Bivariate 
Descriptive 
Statistics

Sampled Document 
Corpus
Figure & Tables
Code set

Gallery Development

shiny

Prototype 
development

Annotated Figures 
& Tables
Browseable gallery

Descriptive 
Statistics

[a result]

Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis

[results]
100


